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At the beginning of the 1990s the renowned Bulgarian poet Ivan Metodiev founded a
poetic circle called “Nava”, and soon started a magazine of the same name. This marked the
beginning of his search for “Bulgarian haiku”. Trying to give a proper definition to the term
“nava,” Metodiev used the word “explosion.” He gradually came to the conclusion that any
short poetic form, or even part of a longer form, can be a nava. As for haiku, he considered
them to be one of the possible forms of nava. Extravagant and provocative, the nava
movement was too eclectic; in the end, its foundations turned out to be philosophical, or even
mystical rather than literary.
Bearing this in mind, we can say that the “real”, or “organised”, if you like it better, haiku
movement in Bulgaria started, in fact, not earlier than in 2000 when the Bulgarian Haiku Club
was founded. Before that, writing of haiku and other short form poetry seemed to be a casual
matter for most of the Bulgarian authors. The year of 2000 witnessed the birth of a true haiku
community, whose members have since obtained a certain theoretical knowledge and
acquired the necessary skills of haiku writing. Their presence is quite noticeable in modern
days' Bulgaria. The Bulgarian Haiku Club has published several anthologies and individual
books of poetry, and organised several haiku conferences and competitions. We now can say
that it has found its niche in the literary and cultural life of Bulgaria, as well as abroad.
The first anthology published by the Bulgarian Haiku Club, Rain Seeds, appeared in 2001,
immediately after the Club was founded. This book was the first of its kind in Bulgaria; its aim
was to promote the emerging haiku movement in our country. As it happened, the editors
included some three-liners by a few established Bulgarian poets, which, even by the most
generous of estimates, could not be described as haiku. Moreover, none of the authors of
those poems, some of which were not among the living any more, ever called them haiku.
The editors of that volume obviously wanted to raise the prestige of the edition and, so to
speak, to enter the Bulgarian literary scene with a bang.
Subsequent anthologies published by the Bulgarian Haiku Club were thematically
organised, as was reflected in their titles: The Flower, The Rose, The Bird, The Road. In these
anthologies we can find much less of the famous Bulgarian poets alleged to be authors of
haiku than it used to be in Rain Seeds. Instead, some foreign poets were included, some of
them unquestionably authoritative figures on the haiku scene. Their inclusion brought to the
forefront the contrast between their works (especially if it was translated well enough) and the
tercets by some of the Bulgarian haijin. Most of the latter were still searching for their haiku
paths, but often went astray writing over-poetic pieces, in which they used personification,
comparison, metaphors and abstractions. Inconsistent poeticisation of the images used in
haiku writing is still is one of the fundamental weaknesses of the nascent Bulgarian haijin.
The Bulgarian Haiku Club now has a huge number of members, and keeps publishing
different quality haiku collections by its members. This sometimes casts a shadow of discredit
upon the way the genre is dealt with in our country. The lack of a well-developed haiku culture
in our country can probably be blamed for a certain amount of confusion that often sets in

when some of our authors try to distinguish a haiku from other sorts of short poems. No
wonder that many of the Bulgarian readers - and even writers! - still hold on to the belief that
all the three-liners, especially 5-7-5 verses, are haiku.
As a result of the indiscriminate acceptance of new members by the Bulgarian Haiku Club,
a group of haijin broke away from the club in 2005, and subsequently founded the Sofia Haiku
Club. This new organisation of poets has strict criteria for membership, and most of its
members enjoy recognition in Bulgaria, as well as abroad. The most representative anthology
of Bulgarian haiku published to date, Mirrors, was compiled and edited by Ludmila
Balabanova, haiku poet and President of the Sofia Haiku club. This is a trilingual volume: all
the Bulgarian haiku in this book appear alongside the English and the French versions of
them. Incidentally, this anthology includes not only works by club members, but also haiku by
a number of other Bulgarian authors.
Over the past few years several haiku conferences took place in Bulgaria. The most
important was the Third World Haiku Association Conference held in Sofia and Plovdiv in
2005. More recently, the Sofia Haiku Club organised a conference that had “Haiku and
Western Poetry” as its topic. Professor David Lanoue (USA) was a special guest at the
conference, where, in addition to reading a paper, he also presented his haiku novel Haiku
Guy, which had been translated into Bulgarian by then.
Strangely enough, there still isn't a single Bulgarian periodical or an e-zine dedicated to
haiku. However one can find haiku poems on the pages of Literaturen Vestnik / The Literary
Newspaper and also in the literary e-zine entitled Liternet. Both of them have special sections
for haiku. This is the way things stand at this particular moment.
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